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MESSAGE  
 
 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29 
            

Mincha      5:05PM 

Candle Lighting       5:08PM 

 

 

SHABBOS, NOVEMBER 30 

SHABBOS MORNING 
 

Daf Yomi Class       7:45AM  

Sephardic Minyan       8:30AM 

Shacharis                                         8:30AM  

Latest Shema       9:36AM 

Unlocking the Closed Book                       

with Rabbi Feigenbaum                10:00AM 

 
Please join us for a special kiddush 

in the social hall following services  

co-sponsored by  

The Cohen Family in memory of their father, 

Yosef Cohen and 

The Jerome Rosenbaum Family  

in memory of their parents:  

Lillian & Hyman Rosenbaum 

 
Prophetic Visions with  

Rabbi Yaakov Fisch                          4:10PM 

Mincha        4:55PM 

Followed by Seudah Shlishis   

Maariv & Havdallah                          6:09PM 

 

SERVICES THIS WEEK: SHACHARIS  
 

Sunday                                              8:15AM 

Monday—Friday                                6:45AM 

              

MINCHA 

 

Monday—Thursday                            3:40PM 

Sunday—Thursday                             5:10PM 

 

MAARIV AT THE KOLLEL 

 

Monday—Thursday                           8:45PM 

 

TORAH READING 

 

Parshas Toldos                              Page: 124 

Haftorah Toldos                             Page: 1137 

 

After experiencing heart 
palpitations, Irving checks 
himself in for treatment at a 
prestigious, state-of-the-art 
hospital. A few days later, he 
arranges to be transferred to a 
dingy little hospital a few blocks 
away. His friend comes to visit 
him and asks why he decided to 
downgrade. 
“Did you think that the doctors in 
the other hospital weren’t 
competent?” 
“The doctors,” Irving replied, 
“were absolute geniuses, about 
the doctors I can’t complain!” 
“Maybe it was the nurses. You 
didn’t like their bedside 
manner?” 
“The nurses,” Irving responded, 
“they were angels in human 
form! Florence Nightingale’s 
every one of them! About the 
nurses, I can’t complain!” 
“So I guess it was the food? The 
food wasn’t good?” 
“The food, it was mannah from 
heaven, absolutely delicious. 
About the food, I can’t 
complain!” 
“Then Irving, why on earth did 
you move from there to here?!” 
“Because here I can complain!” 
As we celebrate the Thanksgiving 
holiday, it may be worth a bit of 

reflection if we have on more 
than occasion become negative, 
and if we perhaps can improve 
our feelings of gratitude. This is 
easier said than done. There are 
so many challenges, difficulties, 
and sometimes pain in our lives. 
How do we summon the 
strength to be grateful and 
positive considering all the 
mishugas that we sometimes 
have to deal with?  
It’s important to realize that 
having the right frame of mind in 
terms of gratitude is a matter of 
choice. Two people can have an 
identical experience. One of 
them will provide feedback 
about how wonderful the 
experience was and how grateful 
he is for the opportunity to take 
part in it. However, the other 
individual will be so negative 
about the experience and won’t 
stop complaining about it. This 
Thanksgiving, let us be more 
cognizant of the blessings 
bestowed on us by G-d, our 
family, and our community and 
let us make the conscious choice 
to be more grateful as we travel 
through the journey of life.  
 
Have a Great Shabbos, 
Rabbi Yaakov Fisch  



Isaac and Rebecca endure twenty childless years, until their prayers are answered and Rebecca conceives. She experiences a difficult 
pregnancy as the “children struggle inside her”; G-d tells her that “there are two nations in your womb,” and that the younger will 
prevail over the elder. 
 

Esau emerges first; Jacob is born clutching Esau’s heel. Esau grows up to be “a cunning hunter, a man of the field”; Jacob is “a 
wholesome man,” a dweller in the tents of learning. Isaac favors Esau; Rebecca loves Jacob. Returning exhausted and hungry from 
the hunt one day, Esau sells his birthright (his rights as the firstborn) to Jacob for a pot of red lentil stew. 
 

In Gerar, in the land of the Philistines, Isaac presents Rebecca as his sister, out of fear that he will be killed by someone coveting her 
beauty. He farms the land, reopens the wells dug by his father Abraham, and digs a series of his own wells: over the first two there is 
strife with the Philistines, but the waters of the third well are enjoyed in tranquility. 
 

Esau marries two Hittite women. Isaac grows old and blind, and expresses his desire to bless Esau before he dies. While Esau goes off 
to hunt for his father’s favorite food, Rebecca dresses Jacob in Esau’s clothes, covers his arms and neck with goatskins to simulate 
the feel of his hairier brother, prepares a similar dish, and sends Jacob to his father. Jacob receives his father’s blessings for “the dew 
of the heaven and the fat of the land” and mastery over his brother. When Esau returns and the deception is revealed, all Isaac can 
do for his weeping son is to predict that he will live by his sword, and that when Jacob falters, the younger brother will forfeit his 
supremacy over the elder. 
 

Jacob leaves home for Charan to flee Esau’s wrath and to find a wife in the family of his mother’s brother, Laban. Esau marries a third 
wife—Machalath, the daughter of Ishmael. 

SYNOPSIS 

A D U LT E D U C ATI O N  E VE N TS
 

8:45am Java for the Soul with Rabbi Feigenbaum studying “Maimonides’ 13 Principles of Faith”  

1:00pm Morning Club with Rabbi Schochet 
7:00pm Mesilas Yisharim class with Rebbetzin Schochet at The Kollel 

8:00pm  Talmud Class with Rabbi Rabinowitz at The Kollel 
8:00pm Women’s Partners in Torah at The Kollel 

12:00pm Lunch & Learn with Rabbi Feigenbaum “Ancient Celebration—Modern Application” 
Hosted by Dr. Elliott Rosenbaum at 1804 San Marco Place, 32207 

Sponsored by Mark & Elana Kahn in memory of Mark’s father, Siegbert Kahn 
 

7:45pm Mishmar followed by Maariv at The Kollel 

9:00am Sunday Morning Chaburah with The Jacksonville Kollel at Etz Chaim  

7:00pm *New Series* Mini Series with Rabbi Yaakov Fisch & Deborah Shapiro  
“Navigating the Kosher Maze in 2020”  

7:15pm  Tuesday Night Torah - “Understanding and emulating G-d’s Way” with Rabbi Hauptman  
at The Jacksonville Kollel 





 
Daf Yomi  

Weekdays   6:15am  
Shabbos                   8:15am 
Sundays & legal holiday  8:15am 

 
Please join us each morning before services in the Mirkis 

Chapel. Hot coffee is served.  
 

Limmud Yomi  
Rabbi Fisch will teach a brief lesson on “Climb the 

Ladder” following Minyan every morning.  
 

Mishna Yomi 
Rabbi Fisch will teach a brief Mishna between Mincha & 

Maariv every evening. We are studying Tractate 

Shavuot.  

  

Etz Chaim Synagogue extends our  

condolences to  

Neal & Leah Finkelstein 

on the passing of Leah’s mother,  

Stephanie Bellos. 
 

May the Al-Mighty comfort the family among 
the other mourners of Zion and Jerusalem. 

NCSY UpdaTES 

Monday, December 2 at 6PM 
Emtza FroYo & Learning @ Brusters  

11701 San Jose Blvd 
Join your friends grades 5-8 for free ice cream and 

inspirational thoughts at Brusters! Cost: FREE!  
Sponorship available  

 
Tuesday, December 3 at 7PM 

JSU Fall Fellowship @TBD  
Our JSU fellows continue with class 5 of our 

fellowship “Medicine and Jewish Law”.  
Thanks to our sponsors Moise and Elizabeth 

Hamaoui. 
 

Wednesday, December 4th at 3PM 
Stanton JSU Club @ RM 211 

Join us for our annual Blue & White Party at 
Stanton celebrating and learning about Israel 

through an immersive experience including Israeli 
music, food and more! Come wearing blue and 

white! 





 

A machine that makes safe, clean drinking water out 
of ambient air – manufactured by the Israel-based 
company of Watergen – was included in Time 
magazine’s list in 2019 of the top 100 inventions 
published on Nov. 21. 

 

Resembling a typical water cooler and designed 
especially for homes and offices, the machine, which is 
named “GENNY,” can produce as much as 27 liters of 
water per day. 

 

The apparatus makes water by using Watergen’s 
patented, heat-exchange GENius technology. It first 
collects water vapor in the air and then cools the air at 
its dew point. Subsequently, the water goes through 
physical, chemical and biological treatment, followed 
by a mineralization process, to maintain its cleanliness, 
tastiness and healthy quality. 

 

Essentially, the “GENNY” not only functions as a 
dehumidifier but also provides an environmentally 

friendly alternative to bottled water. Like Watergen’s 
other water generators, it needs no infrastructure to 
operate except for a source of electricity. 

 

The GENNY was also recognized in January by the 
Consumer Technology Association at this year’s 
Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, earning 
“Best of Innovation Honoree” in the “Tech for a Better 
World” category. It was also distinguished as an 
honoree in the “Home Appliances” category. 

 

Watergen has been active in making its technology 
available to many developing countries, including 
India, Vietnam, Sierra Leone, Colombia, Uzbekistan, 
and South Africa. 

 

Its goal in making clean water available to all parts of 
the globe with the help of it water generators earned 
the company its place on the World Economic Forum’s 
list of the world’s top technology pioneers in 2018. 

TIME magazine includes Israeli water technology 
in top 100 inventions of 2019 

It would not be an exaggeration to say that nothing is more symbolic of Thanksgiving than turkey. It would seem that The Cortez 
expedition to the New World brought turkeys to Europe. By 1530, turkeys were raised domestically in Italy, France, and England. The 
name “turkey” is the source of major confusion. One explanation offered is that this bird found its way back to England via merchants 
who traded in the Eastern Mediterranean. The English are among the few who related this bird to Turkey, though most thought it came 
from India; whereas in fact, its origin is Mexico, known as the Spanish Indies. Many European languages relate the bird as some form of 
“indi;” in Polish and Russian, turkey is indyk, Hebrew, it is tarnigol hodu, in Yiddish, it is indyk, even in Turkey, the word for turkey is indi. 
Unlike animals and fish, for which the Torah gives us characteristics that identify them as Kosher, the Torah simply lists twenty-four 
birds that are not kosher. The Rabbis provided four recognizable features to help categorize birds. The Mishna states birds that are 
predators are not kosher. Birds that have an exra toe, a crop (a muscular patch near the gullet), and a gizzard that one can peel is 
kosher. The birds we use as the prototypes for kosher characteristics are the turtle dove (tur) - a bird suitable for a sacrifice - which has 
all four signs, is kosher. The Griffan Vulture (the nesher), which has no signs is listed in the Torah as non-kosher. 
Rashi ruled that if a bird with all the kosher signs, whose predatory status was not established, could not be ruled kosher. The only way 
a bird, heretofore unknown, could be classified as kosher was through an existing tradition that accepted it as kosher in its native 
region.  
The Rema agrees with Rashi’s ruling; the problem is, since the turkey originated in Mexico, how did the tradition begin? Since there is 
no tradition about its kashrus, on what basis do we eat turkey?  
According to family lore, the Sh’lah HaKakosh, Rabbeinu Yeshayah Halevi Horowitz (1565-1630) left instruction banning turkey for his 
descendants, and to this day, that ban is rigorously observed. Horowitzes world-wide, observant or not, decline eating turkey. 
Other than the Oral Tradition mentioned above, the question of the turkey’s kashrut did not appear in Responsa Literature for at least 
one-hundred years after it was introduced in Europe. 
The anomaly exists that the Mesora established at least one-hundred years ago, seems to have accepted turkey as a kosher bird. The 
question is, on what basis? 
The Netziv posits that when the turkey first appeared from India, there were questions about its status. However, the vast majority of 
Jews accepted it as kosher, and unless there is compelling evidence to the contrary, like identifying it as a true predator, its kosher 
status cannot be overturned. We have a Mesora, and it is reliable, even though we do not know its origin, there is no need for further 
investigation. 
Most poskim of the previous generation ruled that turkey presents no problem. The turkey is no longer new, and its kosher status was 
addressed by the greatest Jewish authorities over the last two hundred and fifty years. Enjoy eating your turkey dinner without a guilty 
conscience! 

 

Watergen has made its technology available to countries such as 
India, Vietnam, Sierra Leone, Colombia, Uzbekistan and South 

Africa. 
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Sibling rivalry is the name of the game.  In fact, the entire book of Bereishis can be described as a narrative 
of sibling rivalry.  We have Kayin and Hevel, Avraham and his nephew Lot, Yishmael and Yitzchak, Yaakov and 
Eisav and Yosef and his brothers.  It is as though the Torah wishes to inform and impress upon us the true 
nature of human beings. 
  
 I often think that that is what is meant when the Torah said that the nature of human beings is bad from its 
onset.  We are by nature competitive creatures and the competition always begins at home and with those 
who are closest to us.  We should not think of our children as being angelic but rather deal with their true 
nature and recognize the pitfalls that natural sibling rivalry will always engender. 
  
Every child is a different world and no two – even identical twins – are the same.  Because of this fact of 
human nature, competitiveness is built into the structure of all children.  It is the task of education and the 
home to channel this competitiveness into positive behavior and creative goals.  This is what the Rabbis 
meant by their statement that the competitiveness between scholars and wise men is a method for 
increasing wisdom and understanding generally.  Without competitiveness there can be very little creativity 
or advancement in all forms of life – technology, healthcare, finance, politics and human nature.  The task is 
to direct this competitiveness towards positive aims and to limit it so that it does not descend into violence 
and tyranny. 
  
Part of the problem with Eisav is not competitiveness but rather insecurity.  He always feels his younger 
brother tugging at his heel and preventing him from achieving the greatness that he feels is his 
due.  Because of this insecurity, he seeks fame and fortune in opposing the ideas and lifestyle of his own very 
family.  He scorns his birthright because he feels that fulfilling its demands will only inhibit him.  He feels that 
only by being different than Yaakov can he achieve permanent respect.  As all his plans crumble, he cries out 
in anguish to his father that he wants the blessings that Yaakov has received. He realizes that only in those 
blessings, which he will have to share always with Yaakov, can his destiny truly be fulfilled.  
  
This is what Yaakov himself tells Eisav at their last meeting, which we will read about in a few weeks. 
Eventually Yaakov will come to the mountain of Eisav and then Eisav will be redeemed by his acceptance of 
Yaakov and of the moral values and tradition of his family. Throughout the books of Tanach, we find this 
constant struggle of insecurity versus acceptance and competitiveness versus conformity.  We are 
uncomfortable when we see people who are different than we are.  But the only way to achieve personal 
greatness is by realizing that our own inner security need not be weakened by competitiveness with others. 
 

Shabbat shalom, 
Rabbi Berel Wein 


